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Specialising in Tax, Estate and Succession planning, and provides Strategic Succession Advice. 
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Lawyer with View Legal 
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Laws for Life




 





As set out in the foreword to my series of business books ‘The Dream Enabler’, for as long as I can remember, the obsessive study of great thinkers has been my favourite pastime.

One aspect of this has been my evolving approach to ‘common placing’ – that is, the constant collection and ordering of the ideas of others.

Common placing has evolved, for me, from simply hoarding as many of my favourite books as possible, to cataloguing separately my favourite extracts, re-cataloguing extracts into disciplines and themes and to summarising the extracts into a centralised, personal ‘bible’ loosely titled ‘brain food’.

This ‘Laws for Life’ Reference Guide sets out some of the content that indirectly inspired me to write The Dream Enabler series and more generally has long held a special place in my ‘brain food’ collection.

Sourced from many publicly available places, the list is by no means complete. It has however provided useful guidance to me on many occasions and I hope it does for you as well.
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Helpful Heuristics Handbook




 





As set out in the foreword’s in other publications in Matthew’s ‘Dream Enabler’ series, for as long as we can remember, the obsessive study of great thinkers has been our favourite pastime.

One aspect of this has been our evolving approach to ‘common placing’ – that is, the constant collection and ordering of the ideas of others. Common placing has evolved, for us, from simply hoarding as many of our favourite books as possible, to cataloguing separately the key extracts, re-cataloguing extracts into disciplines and themes and then to summarising the extracts into a centralised, personal ‘bible’ loosely titled ‘brain food’.

This release, the ‘Helpful Heuristics Handbook’ sets out some of the content that indirectly inspired us to create other books in The Dream Enabler series. More broadly the heuristics featured here have also had an evolving and increasingly important place in our day to day thinking and decision making. As heuristics are designed to be ‘rules of thumb’ or short cuts to making reliably useful decisions quickly – without any focus on the underlying science; this handbook adopts the same approach.

In relation to any heuristics in this handbook that are not self-explanatory – or indeed that you would like more information or context about – please contact us.

The other alternative of course is to investigate yourself via that ubiquitous heuristic tool (not actually otherwise mentioned in this book); namely leveraging Dr Google. Or as we were gently reminded recently: ‘LMGTFY’ is a thing; acknowledging the irony that you may need to Google this…
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Bad Dad (and Other Musings)




 





The Dream Enabler Series shares many of the key learnings I have been fortunate to discover while having unprecedented access to some of Australia’s most successful people.Inspired by one of my heroes, Dr Seuss, all books have covers colour-coded to help identify the genre.

The Orange Book shares the inspiration that was leveraged to write ‘The Dream Enabler’ (or ‘white book’) and formed the business plan for the founding of law and fintech firm View Legal.

The Black Book is a ‘workbook’. It provides a framework to explore and achieve momentum in relation to each of the key concepts explained in detail in the white book. It is designed to be actively ‘consumed’ by readers – with space deliberately set aside for note taking by the reader.

The White Book is a 60,000 word business book that deeply explores the lessons I have learned while working for and reading the literature of some of the most successful leaders in our community.

This release, ‘Bad Dad (and other Musings)’, is a further iteration in the Dream Enabler Series.

It succinctly captures over 60 of my business related LinkedIn posts that have created the most amount of engagement.

Each musing is in turn shared with the image from the relevant post; embracing the idiom that a picture tells 1,000 words.
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101 Tips for Staying Young and Foolish




 





The Dream Enabler Series shares many of the key learnings Matthew Burgess has been fortunate to discover while having unprecedented access to some of Australia’s most successful people.

Inspired by one of his heroes, Dr Seuss, all books have covers colour-coded to help identify the genre.

The Orange Book shares the inspiration that was leveraged to write ‘The Dream Enabler’ (or ‘white book’) and formed the business plan for the founding of law and fintech firm View Legal.

The Black Book is a ‘workbook’. It provides a framework to explore and achieve momentum in relation to each of the key concepts explained in detail in the white book. It is designed to be actively ‘consumed’ by readers – with space deliberately set aside for note taking by the reader.

The White Book is a 60,000 word business book that deeply explores the lessons Matthew has learnt while working for and reading the literature of some of the most successful leaders in our community.

This release, 101 Tips for Staying Young and Foolish, is a further iteration in the Dream Enabler Series. It succinctly captures each of the 101 lessons explored in the Orange Book.

Each lesson is in turn shared with an image; embracing the mantra that a picture tells a 1,000 words.
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The Dream Enabler Reference Guide




 





Like most lawyers, I have had others attach labels to me over the years, including:

(a) the baby faced assassin

(b) the lawyer to get when you don’t want to deal with a lawyer

(c) the ‘www’ (why the wealthy win) guy

The one that has meant the most to me was coined by a small business operator I helped guarantee she survived and ultimately prospered during a difficult start up phase.  She called me ‘The Dream Enabler’.

The Dream Enabler Reference Guide (or ‘orange book’) shares the inspiration that was leveraged to write ‘The Dream Enabler’ (or ‘white book’).
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The Dream Enabler Workbook




 





The Dream Enabler Workbook (or ‘black book’) is designed to be a companion to ‘The Dream Enabler’ book

(or ‘white book’).

It provides a framework to explore and achieve momentum in relation to each of the key concepts, leveraging the foundations explained in detail in the white book.
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The Dream Enabler




 





The Dream Enabler (or ‘white book’) is a 60,000 word business book that shares many of the key learnings I have been fortunate to discover while having unprecedented access to some of Australia’s most successful people.
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Matthew Burgess is certainly ‘the lawyer to get when you don’t want to deal with a lawyer’; yet he’s far more than that - he is an incredibly deep thinker, and a great storyteller.
I couldn’t put The Dream Enabler down, because not only do the stories of real people read like a novel, the lessons Matthew imparts in between are profound.
If you’re a businessperson - in any field - you will find this book thought-provoking and valuable, and you’ll see why one of Matthew’s customers called him ‘The Dream Enabler’ - Indeed!
Ronald J. Baker | Founder, VeraSage Institute | Author of Implementing Value Pricing: A Radical Model for Professional Firms, and The Soul of Enterprise: Dialogues on Business in the Knowledge Economy




	
I was lucky enough to cross paths with Matthew when looking for an inspirational speaker who could deliver an exciting keynote at the Bentleys Future Leaders conference. Matthew engaged our Future Leaders with energy and enthusiasm to dare to be different and make the change that is necessary for our future business. What fantastic true stories with real life situations. Wonderful tips and simple explanations.
If you have always dreamt of it but never done it, read The Dream Enabler!
Heidi Mayhew-Sanders | Director, Human Resources | Bentleys Accountants




	
I have just completed ‘The Dream Enabler’ – the completion is a good sign in itself as I am very good at not finishing books if the large pile on my beside table is any indication. I am amazed that a practising lawyer would write a book on the keys to business success, particularly one that seeks to synthesise so much of the available learning from the authors in this area. There has obviously been an extraordinary amount of reading to have developed a range of remarkable insights into what drives businesses and individuals to succeed.
This book is a remarkable and unusual achievement.
Robert Clemente | Chief Executive | Television Education Network Pty Ltd




	
Drawing on thinking from some of the world’s greatest philosophical and business minds, and his own impressive journey, Matthew’s book reveals the key attributes for success for today’s entrepreneur.
His captivating stories have you smiling, shaking your head in disbelief, and yearning for more.
Most importantly, his thought-provoking book will make you stop and reflect on your own life projection.
A must-read for all budding entrepreneurs or for those wanting to take the next leap in their entrepreneurial journey.
Katrina Walton | BAppSci HMS (Hons1), GCert OHS, MPH (Hons1), Cert IV TAA | Founder/Director/Workplace Wellness Strategist | Wellness Designs




	
I have had the pleasure of reading Matthew’s book, “The Dream Enabler” and thoroughly enjoyed the stories of his experiences and sharing of his professional journey.
I have known Matthew Burgess for many years on both a personal and professional basis and found him to always be a true professional and one of the most respectful people I know.
Matthew has provided my family and business valuable advice and guidance on structuring and estate planning and remains our go to person for continuing advice and work in these areas.
Nic De Luca | Managing Director | De Luca Development & Construction | Chairman, Youngcare




	
The Dream Enabler is unlike any other book I’ve read. Most books are ‘linear’ in form; you start here and it’s a gentle journey to the end. This is anything but linear. And that’s precisely what makes it so great.
One moment you’re deeply engrossed in a beautifully told story about a High Net Worth person Matthew has worked with and learned from; the next moment you’re ‘transported’ into a wonderful, brilliant almost barrister-like and superbly researched discussion on disrupting professions or on providing amazing service or on building world-class companies or on personal habits or … the list is huge.
Again, it’s unlike ANY book I’ve read. And that’s partly what makes it great. Hitherto untold deeply personal ‘inside’ stories topped with caring (and daring) insights.
And it’s that ‘caring’ piece that really makes this great. This is not someone ‘preaching’ at you; it’s someone involved in his own search sharing that uniqueness with you. And, just like this book, that’s rare and worth grabbing hold of.
Paul Dunn | Chairman, B1G1 – Business for Good | 5 times TEDx speaker, Global Lifetime Achievement Award for Service to the Accounting Profession




	
A selection of other feedback shared from those who have read ‘The Dream Enabler’ to date is as follows –
Extremely readable – in fact I read it from cover to cover in one sitting.
Enjoyed it very much – was engrossed from the start.
You are a natural storyteller; and what an exciting life you have led.
Extraordinary – may I please have three more copies now for gifts.
Fantastic read – I am starting to read it again to try and distil my own learning around some of the key concepts.
Exceptional effort consolidating the thinking of such a large range of books into one piece.
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Anna empowers you to eliminate obstacles, gain clarity, set goals and holds you accountable




 





 

















































Daily Programs
Anna empowers you to eliminate obsta cles, gain clarity, set goals and holds you accountable



 







Personalized Plan
Anna empowers you to eliminate obsta cles, gain clarity, set goals and holds you accountable



 







Nutrition Coaching
Anna empowers you to eliminate obsta cles, gain clarity, set goals and holds you accountable



 










Fitness Coaching
Anna empowers you to eliminate obsta cles, gain clarity, set goals and holds you accountable



 







Wellness Goals
Anna empowers you to eliminate obsta cles, gain clarity, set goals and holds you accountable



 







A Health Coach
Anna empowers you to eliminate obsta cles, gain clarity, set goals and holds you accountable



 












Latest posts from my blog




 





Anna empowers you to eliminate obstacles, gain clarity, set goals and holds you accountable




 














Get advice straight to your Twitter feed




 





Anna empowers you to eliminate obstacles, gain clarity




 



It seams that you haven't connected with your Twitter account












Related Websites




 





To learn more about the author please see related websites below.
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Anna empowers you to eliminate obstacles, gain clarity, set goals
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Enquire Now

Fill out the form below and we will get back to you as soon as we can.
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